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VERO AMORE and NOBLE HOPS / ANGEL FABIAN, chef
A native Tucsonan, Angel Fabian began cooking when he was 9 years
old. Learning the trade from his grandfather, Fabian expanded his 
culinary portfolio by working at several restaurants, including Miraval
Spa and DB Brassiere at the Wynn Las Vegas, with renowned French
chef Daniel Boulud. After dabbling in other ventures, he joined his
childhood friends, brothers Aric and Joshua Mussman, in opening Vero
Amore and Noble Hops.

YUKI SUSHI / YUKI WATABE, executive chef
Serving Arizona for over two decades, Yuki Watabe has been providing

Tucson with some of the best traditional and modern Japanese cuisine.
After coming to America in the early 1980s from Japan, he trained under
various accredited chefs in California before moving to Tucson in 1988.
Yuki has brought to the local community traditional Japanese dining, as
well as a new and creative flare. Using the freshest ingredients available,
Yuki focuses on quality as a core value in his creations.

WESTIN LA PALOMA: AZUL RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE / RUSSELL
MICHEL, chef

Russell Michel has over 30 years of hospitality experience and a
passion for feeding the body and soul.

His signature flavorful, colorful and vibrant cuisine is designed to
connect to all five senses. 

Russell is passionate about applying the farm to fork concept and
using the best local ingredients available. His dishes incorporate ele-
ments of home cooking, regional accents and healthful, nourishing in-

gredients elevated with a southwestern flare and nouveau style.

DINING OUT

4280 North Campbell Avenue, Suite 55
(520) 529-2700 • scordatospizzeria.com

The Scordato Family’s
take on fine

artisan pizza ...

using the techniques
and ingredients of our

gourmet restaurant
and applying them

to our pizzeria!

Lunch Monday-Friday 11 am -2:30 pm

Dinner Monday-Thursday 5 pm-9 pm

Friday & Saturday 5 pm-10 pm 

Sunday 4-9 pm

Full Bar

Italian-style Bento Boxes
a variety of tastes on one plate




